
BEOWULF MOVIE CRITIC

Beowulf. Critics Consensus. Featuring groundbreaking animation, stunning visuals, and a . MTV Movie Award
Nominations Announced.

Oh, her character was nude, all right, except for the shimmering gold plating that obscured certain crucial
areas, but was she Angelina Jolie? In the film version, Grendel comes in and nearly kills everyone, and
Beowulf comes in after that. That's right: feet, not shoes. The characters' faces are disconcertingly only almost
human, very like those of the supporting-cast villagers in the Shrek movies. At the heart of this take on the
epic are the bookended battles fought by the Geat warrior Beowulf Ray Winstone , the first against Grendel
and his mother , the second against a dragon. Has the spirit of irony been lost in the land? Language Milder
than the rest of the film: "damn," "hell," etc. I'm amazed how far the technology has come and imagine where
it will be in a few years. But no, Jolie won't be taking her children, she told the BBC: "It's remarkable it has
the rating it has. Beowulf's army slaughters its enemies on the battlefield. It takes us to the Danish kingdom of
King Hrothgar Anthony Hopkins , where the king and his court have gathered to inaugurate a new mead hall,
built for the purpose of drinking gallons of mead. And because there are no four-letter words. He impales
victims, snaps necks, rips off heads and eats them, tears people in two, throws men into fires, squishes heads,
etc. Grendel is ugly beyond all meaning. The drunk king wears a robe that half falls off; a buxom woman's
cleavage is shown heaving and jiggling. Characters appear sallow, their faces and eyes lack vitality, and their
interactions are distant. The story of Beowulf - the oldest tale in the English language - inspired The Lord of
the Rings, yet Zemeckis has fashioned a fantasy flick a world away from that scale. Some men are so drunk
that they pass out on the table. Maybe Robert Zemeckis's quixotic and enjoyable gallop back into the misty
literary past will get people signing up after all. John Malkovich adds a keening Rada-Brit-Welsh to his
career-portfolio of silly voices, playing the unreliable Lord Unferth. Subscribe User Reviews. Get full reviews,
ratings, and advice delivered weekly to your inbox. The old hall was destroyed by the monster Grendel, whose
wretched life consists of being the ugliest creature on earth, and destroying mead halls.


